Q-measures for binary divided networks, as introduced by Flom, Friedman, Strauss and Neaigus are studied. These measures try to capture the idea of bridges between two groups in a connected undirected network. Values for these measures are calculated for building blocks such as line and star networks. As an application two small co-author networks are analyzed.
Introduction
Over the last years social network theory has enjoyed more and more success in informetric research (Kretschmer, 2004; White et al., 2004) . Density and centrality measures known and studied in network theory are as useful in sociological as in informetric network studies (Otte & Rousseau, 2002) .
Social network theory can be described as a strategy for investigating social structures. Its methods, however, can be applied in many fields, including the information sciences. Here scientists study publication and citation networks, co-citation networks, bibliographic coupling, collaboration structures, web relations and many other forms of social interaction networks (Adamic & Adar, 2003; Newman, 2001; van Raan, 2005) . The so-called 'small world phenomenon' has attracted the attention of many scientists (Björneborn & Ingwersen, 2001; Braun, 2004; Kochen, 1989; Milgram, 1967; Newman & Watts, 1999; Rousseau, 2005) . Such a small-world network is characterized as a graph or network exhibiting a high degree of clustering and having at the same time a small average distance between nodes.
Recently Flom et al. (2004) introduced a new sociometric network measure, denoted as Q, for individual actors as well as for whole networks. This measure tries to capture the idea of bridges between two groups in a connected undirected network. The higher its value the more this actor acts as a bridge between the two groups. Assume that there are T actors or nodes in the network. Group A contains m nodes, while the other group, denoted as B, contains n nodes, hence T = m+n. If actor x belongs to group A, and assuming for simplicity that actor x is a m , then the Qmeasure for this actor is defined as follows: 
If actor x belongs to group B, and assuming again for simplicity that it is actor b n , then its Q measure is defined as: Existing measures such as betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1977) do not make a distinction between nodes belonging to different groups, or between geodesics remaining in the same group and geodesics crossing to the other group. This is the main motive for the introduction of this new measure. Flom et al. (2004) make a further distinction between geodesics which cross exactly once between the two groups under study (leading to a measure denoted Q 1 ) and geodesics that possibly cross several times between the two groups (leading to Q 2 ). When Q 1 coincides with Q 2 in each node we will denote the measure simply as Q.
Q-measures for the whole network are defined in Flom et al. (2004) as the normalized average difference between the most central node (in the Q-sense), denoted as Q*, and all other nodes. This is:
Note that at least one of the terms in the numerator is certainly zero, namely when Q(a i ) or Q(b j ) is equal to Q*. This explains why the denominator is taken to be equal to T -1. Similar to the individual case one can also here define two Q NET -measures.
Examples of calculations of Q-measures for basic networks
In this section we will calculate Q-measures for some basic configurations, such as lines and stars. The purpose of this is to get a feel of the meaning of different values of the Q-measure. This will also allow us to check if the measure behaves as intuitively expected of an indicator for the bridging function of a node. Note first that Q(x) is at most one, namely when x is always situated on the unique shortest path between any two nodes of different groups. Hence 0 Q(x) 1.
Line networks: a simple example
We consider a line network of length 5. The first two nodes, a 1 and a 2 belong to the first group, the other three: b 1 , b 2 and b 3 (in this order) belong to the second group. We follow the method described by Flom et al. (2004) for the calculation of Q-values. Note that in a line network with separated groups there is no difference between Q 1 and Q 2 as a shortest path can cross at most once the (imaginary) division line between the two groups. In order to calculate Q-measures a matrix is drawn with columns containing the nodes belonging to the first group and rows consisting of nodes belonging to the other group (see Table  1 ). In each cell the non-terminal nodes of all geodesics between the corresponding row and column are entered. Then, to compute Q for a specific node, all geodesics containing that node are counted. This number is divided by all geodesics where that node is not a terminal node. If there are two or more geodesics between a pair of nodes, they are all included. Using this procedure the configuration of Figure 1 leads Q-values for these five nodes are given in Table 2 . These results correspond to our intuition: nodes a 2 and b 1 form bridges between the two groups. Consequently, they have the maximum Q-value of 1. The two endpoints a 1 and b 3 clearly have no bridging function whatsoever: they receive a Q-value of 0. Finally node b 2 occupies an intermediary position. For the whole network we find Q NET = (5/2)/4 = 5/8.
Line networks: case of m (m > 1) a-nodes followed by n (n >1) b-nodes.
The approach illustrated in the first example can readily be generalized. Also then there is no difference between Q 1 and Q 2 measures, hence the measure will simply be denoted as Q. 
Perfectly intermixed line networks: m a-nodes perfectly intermixed with m-1 b-nodes.
We number a-and b-nodes from left to right. Note that in this case considering Q 1 or Q 2 makes a huge difference. Indeed, Q 1 (re-entering the same subgroup is not allowed) is zero for every node. Q 2 on the other hand, takes the following values: Consider a graph partitioned into two groups of nodes. A complete bipartite graph is such that no two nodes of the same group are adjacent, but any two nodes belonging to different groups are. Q-measures for any node are zero. Note that the standardized betweenness centrality (Wasserman & Faust, 1994, p.190 ) of any node is the same in each group, but not zero. Indeed, betweenness centrality may be defined loosely as the number of times a node needs a given node to reach another node. As a mathematical expression the betweenness centrality of node i, is obtained as:
where g jk is the number of shortest paths from node j to node k (j,k i), and g jik is the number of shortest paths from node j to node k passing through node i. The main difference between betweenness centrality and the Q-measures is that for Q-measures only shortest paths between nodes in different groups are considered. Standardized betweenness centrality, denoted as b(.) is then defined as expression (4) 
Stars
Case I: one group consists of the center. Then Q = 0 for all nodes, hence also Q NET = 0. 
Two small co-author networks
In this section we present to small examples of real co-author networks. We calculate Qmeasures and compare with some other network measures. The first example is a co-author network taken from JASIST, the second one is taken from the proceedings of the 8 th ISSI conference. Table 3 . We will refer to this article in short as CLIRS (for Cross-Language Information Retrieval System). The following references of this article are used in the co-author graph.
• Lisa Ballesteros, and W. Bruce Croft (1998 • Micheline Beaulieu, and Susan Jones (1998). Interactive searching and interface issues in the Okapi best match probabilistic retrieval system. Interacting with Computers, 10, 237-248.
• The network shown in Figure 7 depicts the largest connected component of the co-author graph of all references in CLIRS. It is clearly dominated by the authors of CLIRS and some colleagues from the University of Sheffield. Scientists are represented by an abbreviation of their names. They are connected if they occur as co-author in at least one reference. Bibliographic details of these references are given in Table 3 . Authors in this graph belong to two groups. Either they have a Sheffield address in at least one of these references used for our study, or they have not. The first group will be referred to as the Sheffielders (the bold ones in Fig.7) , the other one the non-Sheffielders (script in Fig.7 ).
Figure 7: Co-authorship network of Sheffielders and non-Sheffielders
A glance at Figure 7 shows that this co-author network is dominated by the Sheffielders. For this study, however, we are not interested in the phenomenon of dominance, but in bridges between the two groups. Table 4 gives the details, following Flom et al. (2004) , for the calculation of the Q-measure. Note that also here Q 1 = Q 2 . Table 4 and formulas (1), (2) • L. Sulistyo-Basuki, Zainal Hasibuan, Mustangimah and Sri Hartinah. Studies toward subject dispersion in atomic and nuclear energy journals published in Indonesia 1986-1998 based on subject and citation analysis, pp.883-885.
A second co-author network
• For this study we are only interested in bridges between the two groups. Table 6 gives the details, following Flom et al. (2004) , for the calculation of the Q-measure. Scientists in the cells of this table are situated on a shortest path between the colleagues on top of the row and column. Clearly, most colleagues do not play a bridging function in this graph. This is, in particular true for all members of the second group, as they are all directly connected to a member of the first group 
Conclusion
Q-measures capture the idea of bridges between two groups in a connected undirected network. Values for these measures were calculated for building blocks such as line and star networks. These theoretical cases provide examples illustrating the difference between these Q measures and centrality measures. They also illustrate the difference between Q 1 and Q 2 . The small real-world co-author networks that we investigated illustrate the usefulness of this new concept. Clearly much more work has to be done on the theoretical side as well, and in particular, on the practical side, in order to prove that Q-measures really capture the notion for which they are intended. It would also be useful to have access to a computer program in order to study Qmeasures in larger networks.
